
Highlighted Grants

DARPA’s Next-Generation Nonsurgical Neurotechnology (N3) program 
aims to develop high-performance, bi-directional brain-machine 
interfaces for able-bodied service members. +info

EC-funded HERMES project aims to drive self-repair of dysfunctional 
brain circuits by intelligent biohybrids, made by the symbiotic integration 
of bioengineered brain tissue, neuromorphic microelectronics and 
artificial intelligence. +info

The NSF has granted $1M to the University of California at San Diego to 
develop and leverage new human-computer interface technology as a 
learning coach and personal cognitive development assistant that 
facilitates learning to read and other critical skills in cognitive 
development. +info

SIENNA Project focuses on ethical and human rights challenges posed 
by human genomics, human enhancement and human-machine 
interaction technologies such as robots and smart devices. +info

The face of promising research:
Davide Valeriani, researcher at Harvard 
University +info
Saskia Nagel, Prof. for applied ethics at 
RWTH Aachen University.  +info

GOAL: The effective use of information technology in augmenting 
human intelligence and cognitive capabilities.

Futuristic Scenarios

Identified (as a broader topic) as one of Gartner key trends of the 
future, human augmentation (in a broad sense). Here we explore a 
more specific line which is cognitive capabilities augmentation, 
primarily by AI and other means (bionics, etc). Michael Nielsen 
discusses long-term augmented memory could be chieved even with 
simple 
programs like flash cards 
(e.g. Anki).
+info

Source pic: Gartner

Other promising research: 
Michael Nielsen from Ycomibinator research 
arm, one of the most active and prestigious 
startup accelerators in the world and Shan 
Carter from Google Brain group. +info



Cognitive Augmentation 
and Intelligence 
Amplification
Hardware seems to be the subcategory inside Neuromorphic Computing and 
Cognitive Intelligence that represent the biggest challenege could have a higher 
impact. Besides it’s experiencing a bigger growth than the field in general. 

Number of records in Cognitive Augmentation [1]

Public Funding awarded to Cognitive Augmentation since 2010 [1]

Top active organizations in Cognitive Augmentation [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/cognitiveaugm

Most active countries in Cognitive Augmentation [1]

Securboration has received the two phases of NSF’s SBIR program to develop a 
cognitive augmentation environment.
As for DIARISSIMA Corp., they have patented an augmented intelligence system.



Highlights: National high risk, future-oriented, projects in Europe

High risk, high reward programs (FET-like) in Germany’s Reinhart Koselleck 
Projects,  the DNRF CoE Program (Denmark), and the FWF Start Program 
(Austria) represent the most repeated emerging topic in national risk-taking 
projects of all topic trends.

FET-Open MESO_BRAIN is developing a 3D human stem cell derived 
neural networks of defined and reproducible architecture, for transformative 
progress in neuroscience and medicine. +info 

The University of Yale has received funding from the NSF to build a 
transformative bridge between data science and neuroscience. +info

The University of Exeter has received a research grant from BBSRC to study the 
cellular circuitry that allows brain regions (the prefrontal cortex and the 
hippocampus) to synchronize their activity across long distances. +info

The face of promising research:
Edik U. Rafailov, Prof. at the Aston Institute of 

Photonic Technologies. +info

Nicholas Turk-Browne, Prof. of Psychology at 

Yale University. +info

Steven Pelech, Prof. of Neurology at Uni. of 

British Columbia. +info

Cellular neuroscience studies the neurons at the cellular level. 
It includes cell morphology and physiological properties such 
as membrane trafficking, synthesis and transport of proteins, 
and synaptic plasticity.

Futuristic Scenarios

Scientists from Allen Institute of Brain Science compared cell types from 
humans and mice, they found that the majority of human brain cells have 
counterparts in mouse brains but that there are also remarkable differences. 
Those differences are likely to influence brain circuitry and may explain why 
the great majority of clinical trials in mice, making it clear 
how essential it is to study 
human brains directly.

This will lead to enhanced
human cellular neuroscience.
+info

Source: HKUST

Other promising research: 
Eric Kandel of Columbia University, 
and Chirstopher Koch, Chief 
Scientist of Allen Institue of Brain 
Science (Seatlle).  



Cellular Neuroscience 
and Cellular Signaling
Big growth of the niche field of Cellular Neuroscience in recent 
years, altough cellular signaling has been extensively researched in 
the past decade and it actually decayed in attention over the last 3 
years.

Number of records in Cellular Signaling [1] 

Number of referecnes in Cellular Neuroscience [2] 

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/recordscellularsigna
[2] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/recordsneuroscience
[3] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/orgcellularsignaling

Xona Microfluidics has received phase I and II public funding from STTR program to 
develop a user-friendly scalable microfluidic platform for enhanced neuron-cell 
culture.

Most active organizations in Cellular Signaling [3] 

Most active organizations in Cellular Neuroscience [2]



Highlighted:  a new market reality 

By 2021, consultant firm Frost & Sullivan expects that AI systems will generate 
$6.7 billion in revenue from healthcare alone. One area that ML is significantly 
evolving is genomics.

The MIT has received $3M from ARPA-E to develop a process to directly convert 
methane into a usable transportation fuel in a single step. +info 

Several organizations have received SME Instrument funding in bioinformatics 
projects. Emedgene technologies, for instance, has developed an ICT platform 
for clinical interpretation of genomic data. +info

EPSRC has granted £4M to Newcastle University to develop “synthetic 
portabolomics”, a set of academically and industrially useful organisms where the 
plug-in points for the genetic circuit will be the same for each of the organisms, 
allowing the genetic circuit to be moved from one organism to another with 
changes. +info

The face of promising research:
David Jones, Head of the Bioinformatics Group at 

University College of London. +info

Andrea Sottoriva, director of the Centre for Evolution and 

Cancer at the Institute of Cancer Research  +info

Natalio Krasnogor, prof. of Computing Science and 

Synthetic Biology at Newcastle Uni.  +info

Allows for making decisions about care, what an organism 
might be susceptible to in the future, what mutations might 
cause different diseases and how to prepare for the future. 
Bioinformatics will help advanced gene sequencing but also 
gene editing.

Other promising research: 

CRISPR gene-editing technology allows 
for removing or editing parts of DNA to 
treat genetic disorders. CRISPR research 
led by Osaka University researcher 
Yoshizumi Ishino (since 1987) +info

Futuristic Scenarios

Designer babies 
Cells extracted from embryos would tell us the likelihood of 
specific traits and disease states. We will be able to predict 
how a potential child will be realized as a human being. +info



Bioinformatics 
and AI in 
Genetics
Activity in the topic has been steadily increasing over the 
years. The trend is expected to peak in 2019.

Number of records in AI Bioinformatics [1] 

Public Funding awarded to AI Bioinformatics since 2010 [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/AIBioinformatics

Mostly focused on applying machine learning technology to cancer treatment 
research.
John’s Hopkins Uni. is exploring bioinformatics for skin cancer and melanoma and to 
identify Mendelian disease genes.
Harvard also is one of the organizations with most published research in the area, 
and is working on SNP genotyping, identifying lupus patients, and has created the 
ProteinNET series of data sets to provide a standardized or training and assessing 
data-driven models of protein sequence-structure relationships.

Most active organizations in AI Bioinformatics [1]



Highlighted Grants

The Imperial College of London has received £5M from EPSRC to develop 
SmartHeart: next-generation cardiovascular healthcare via integrated image 
acquisition, reconstruction, analysis and learning.  +info 

DNFR-funded StemPhys Center aims to significantly advance the knowledge of 
stem cell commitment and differentiation through stem cell research with 
expertise in modeling, bio-imaging, and mechanical manipulation of living matter.  
+info

The EC is funding several projects from the development of bioimaging 
techniques and tools to the opening of new markets. NanoTBTech aims to 
develop a 2-D thermal bioimaging technology featuring sub-microscale 
resolution, based on nanothermometers and heater-thermometer nanostructures.  
+info

The face of promising research:
Daniel Rueckert, Head of the Department of Computing 

at Imperial College London.  +info

Lene Broeng Oddershede, Group Leader of the Optical 

Tweezers Group at the Niels Bohr Institute. +info

Recent developments include super-resolution, two-photon 
fluorescence excitation microscopy, fluorescence excitation 
microscopy, fluorescence recovery/redistribution after 
photobleaching (FRAP), and fluorescence resonance energy 
transfer (FRET).

Other promising research: 

Photoacoustic imaging uses light pulses as 
the probing energy beam for imaging soft-
tissues, with the aim to visualize sites where 
optical absorption takes place in tissue.
+info

Futuristic Scenarios

Disease-fighting machines working inside the human body
In addition to boosting the effectiveness and lessening the 
side effects of powerful drugs, nanorobots loitering in our 
bloodstream could act as early warning systems for disease. 
And tiny wireless surgical tools could let doctors perform 
medical procedures without cutting people open. +info



Bioimaging
Despite the high activity on bioimaging, the vast majority of 
the records (89%) are scientific publications, and more than 
90% of the active organizations are Academic. This indicates 
a low readiness level of the technology.

Number of records in Bioimaging  [1] 

Public Funding awarded to Bioimaging since 2010 [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/Bioimaging

Great activity from Asian organizations, mostly Chinese universities.
In the private sector, Google’s DeepMind lab applies machine learning for 
diagnosing retinal disease and breast, head, and neck cancer.

Most active organizations in Bioimaging [1]

Most active organizations in Bioimaging [1]



Highlights: Ethics concerns and technology define what is possible

Alliance for Regenerative Medicine released a 'Statement of Principles' on 
gene editing, as controversy continues to rumble on. Gene editing 
businesses agree to stay away from heritable changes +info

The University of Glasgow has received £3.6M to engineer growth factors 
microenvironments for regenerative medicine +info 

During the last 12 months, the EU has largely fund (some over €6M) research 
projects that explore regenerative medicine to treat conditions like diabetes 
(EYELETS), brain damage (HERMES), chronic back pain (OSTEOproSPINE).

FET project RESTORE aims to implement newly developed Advanced Therapies 
in clinical routine to improve patients ́ outcome with high impact on Europe's 
society and economy. +info

Tensive has received €2,7M from the EC to bring to the market 
REGENERA, a mammary prosthesis for breast cancer patients that is 
degraded over time and replaced by the patient's fat.  +info

The face of promising research: 

Manuel Salmeron-Sanchez, chair of Biomedical 

Engineering at Glasgow University. +info 

Núria Montserrat Pulido, Pluripotency for organ 

regeneration Group Lead at the Institute of Bioeng. of 

Catalonia.  +info 

Marianne Verhaar, Prof. of Experimental Nephrology 

at the Regenerative Medicine Center Utrecht. +info

There are substantially three approaches: cell-based therapy, use 
of engineered scaffolds and the implantation of scaffolds seeded 
with cells. 

Other promising research: 

Antonios Mikos, Prof. at Rice Univ. 
(USA), Andras Nagy, Senior Scientist at 
Mount Sinai (USA) and Rui Reis in Univ. 
Minho (Portugal).

Futuristic ScenariosUniv. of Toronto 
scientists create 
antibodies with enormous 
potential for regenerative 
medicine. Our body 
makes antibodies to fight 
infections. But the 
synthetic versions of 
these molecules could 
hold the key to 
stimulating the body's 
ability to regenerate. The 
findings come from a 
decade-long 
collaboration between 
teams. +info



Regenerative 
Medicine
Advanced therapy refers to new medical products that use gene therapy, 
cell therapy, and tissue engineering. In recent years, regenerative 
advanced therapies research has increased under CRISPR/Cas9 
advancements.

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/regenerativemedicine 
[2] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/regenerativeadvanced 

Number of records in Regenerative Medicine [1] 

Number of records in Advanced Therapies for Regenerative Medicine  [2]

When looking at the aggregated set of data Linknovate has collected for 
regenerative medicine, academia makes up for 75% of all active organizations since 
2010, while corporations represent less than 6%. However, 4 out of 10 of the most 
active organizations are big pharma companies, which are collaborating with Unis. 
and SMEs in academic research and innovation grants.

Harvard is the leading university in regenerative medicine, mostly in tissue 
engineering. 
Novartis explores gene delivery to study stem cells for regenerative medicine 
purposes.

Most active organizations in Regenerative Medicine [1]



Highlights: A crisis-size problem in US with political ramifications

CBD and medical cannabis is used for chronic pain, neuropathic pain, and 
spasticity due to multiple sclerosis, among others. Its use is approved in 33 
American states, and in Germany and Italy (with many other European countries 
expected to legalize it in the following years. There are no grant projects funded 
by the European Commission yet, although we can find a GTR-funded project 
since 2010, and 7 from the NSF.  +info 

Research  in psychedelics for pain management is mainly focused on the use of 
ketamine to treat various chronic pain syndromes, especially those that have a 
neuropathic component. Low dose ketamine produces strong analgesia in 
neuropathic pain states. No grants were found in this topic.

US startups like Kineta, Centrexion Therapeutics, and Myoscience are exploring 
non-opioid alternatives for treating pain.

In late August, a judge in Oklahoma ordered Johnson & Johnson to pay the state 
$572 million and ruling that the company should be held responsible for decades 
of opioid addiction and the thousands of overdose deaths in the state.  +info

The face of promising research: 
Joana Zarkrzewska, Facial Pain lead consultant at 

Eastman Dental Hospital (EDH) and hon. Prof at 

University College London Hospitals.  +info

Robin Carhart-Harris, psychedelics researcher at 

Imperial College London.  +info

Most effective and commonly prescribed medications for highly 
debilitating chronic pain are opioids (e.g. codeine, fentanyl, 
morphine), which have serious side-effects. Traditional alternatives 
involve acetaminophen, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs), and anti-depressants. 
More recent alternatives focus on cannabidiol (CBD) and 
psychedelics.

Other promising research: 
Tioga Research, in cooperation with DMK 
Pharmaceuticals, has received SBIR funding 
to establish the feasibility of Trikamed a 
transdermal patch to deliver a non-opioid 
potent analgesic.
+info

Futuristic Scenarios

Based in the Netherlands, the OPEN Foundation aims to 
stimulate academic research into therapeutic applications of 
psychedelics.
Johns Hopkins Univ. opened a new research center (2019), with 
$17M from donors, aims to give “psychedelic medicine” a long-
sought foothold in the scientific establishment. It includes the 
study of hallucinogenic compounds like psilocybin for a range of 
mental health problems +info



Non-Opioid Pain 
Management
Non-opioid substitutes for pain management is a growing topic, especially looking 
back at the opioids crisis of the 1990s. As the legalization of medical marijuana 
was a reality in more and more American states, new CBD research studies and 
startups have emerged to explore new solutions to treat chronic pain.

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/NonOpioids
[2] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/Cannabinoids

Number of records in Non-Opioids for Pain Management[1] 

Number of records in Cannabinoids for Pain Management [2]

Top 10 active countries in Non-Opioids for Pain Management [1]

Most active organizations in Non-Opioids for Pain Management [1]

This a promising topic for pharmaceutical companies, as they explore to 
commercialize new products. Main research is being done in the USA, as Europe 
still does not have a common normative for CBD medicines.

Recro Pharma has patented an intranasal dexmedetomidine formulation. The 
company was on the news during 2018 due to a rejection from the FDA of the 
drugmaker’s non-opioid shot IV meloxicam.
Purdue Pharma has several non-opioid pain-relief patents based on agonist/opioid 
antagonist/acetaminophen combinations.



Highlights

Researchers have identified or designed senolytic compounds that can curb 
aging by regulating senescent cells. The most promising ones are rapamycin, 
metformin, and nutraceuticals and NAD+ (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide).
Cellular Senescence is also targeted at cancer therapy, with approximately half of 
research grants awarded to this aim.
The Netherlands Cancer Institute has received €2,8M from the EC to develop a 
senescence therapy for cancer. First inducing senescence in cancer cells and 
then killing those senescence cells. +info

The National Institutes of Health has also largely funded this research topic. It 
stands out a $2,8M project awarded to Mayo Clinic that targets cellular 
senescence to extend lifespan. +info

As for UK’s innovation grants, the University of Cambridge has received 
£875.000 to explore if senescent cells are decisive in lung cancer initiation. +info

The face of promising research: 
David Sinclair, co-director of the Paul F. Glenn 
Center for the Biology of Aging, Harvard Medical 
School.  +info
Sebastian Grönke, researcher at Max-Planck 
Institute for Biology of Ageing +info
Pekka Katajisto, biotechnology group leader at 
Uni. of Helsinki.  +info

Senescent cells appear to be one of the root causes of aging. They 
secrete a mix of molecules that triggers chronic inflammation, 
damages the surrounding tissue structures, and changes the 
behavior of nearby cells for the worse.

Futuristic Scenarios

Senolytics: how a new pill could spell the end of ageing
An emerging – and highly anticipated – area of anti-ageing 
medicine. If the studies continue to be as successful as hoped, 
those who are currently middle-aged could become the first 
generation of oldies who are youthful for longer. +info

Other promising research: 

Francis Rodier, Univ. Montreal (Canada) +info
Masashi Narita, Group Leader in Univ. 

Cambridge+info
(UK); Roel Goldschmeding , UMC Utrecht 

(NL), and Nathan LeBrasseur, Mayo Clinic
(USA).



Cellular Senescence 
& Life Extension
Subtopics Senolytics and Metformin are the ones growing the most in 
importance.

Number of records in Senolytics [1] 

Number of records in Metformin research for Cellular Senescence [2]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/senolytics 
[2] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/cellularsenescence 
[3] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/orgcellularsenescence 

Most active countries in Cellular Senescence [3]

Top Organizations in Cellular Senescence [3]

Cellular Senescence activity is mostly academic (unis. and research centers make 
up for 91% of all organizations working on the topic). Only one company, 
Bioventures makes it to the top ten. They have four patent applications for targeting 
and selectively depleting senescent cells.



Highlights: Social Implications, Regulations and Policy involved as much as 
technology

The NSF has funded EAGER Research Grant that aims to facilitate the design of new 
antibacterial agents to kill drug-resistant bacteria. +info

And the GTR has granted £1.08M to the University College London to identify which A. 
baumannii proteins would make good targets for an antibody therapy and confirm the 
potential of this approach for treating antibiotic resistant A. baumannii infections in 
Thailand and other Asian countries. +info

The EC is also funding project likes REPARES, which aims at developing a research 
platform on antibiotic resistance spread through wastewater treatment plants. +info And 
has also granted SME Instrument Phase 2 grants to Pherecydes Pharma +info, to 
develop a personalised phage therapy against antimicrobial resistance, and to Slainte
Beoga Teoranta +info

Following with companies developing superbug-resistant antibiotics, MicuRx is 
developing antibiotics for antibiotic resistant bacterial infections. And Adaptive Phage 
Therapeutics works on therapeutic response to the global rise of multi-drug resistant, 
patient-specific bacterial infections.

The face of promising research:
Marko Virta, antibiotic resistance group leader at 

Uni. of Helsinki.  +info

Laura Piddock, prof. of Microbiology at Uni. of 

Birmingham. +info

WHO calculates antibiotic-resistant super bacteria costs the US 
health system $21- $34 billion per year.  The European Centre for 
Disease Control estimates that multidrug-resistant infections cost 
the EU over €1.5 billion per year and cause 25,000 deaths.

Other promising research: 

Sanaria has developed a malaria vaccine that 
can provide up to 100% protection against 
the disease. It will be tested in a large clinical 
trial in 2020 on Bioko, an island off the coast 
of Equatorial Guinea, and will involve 2,100 
people aged 2–50 years. +info

Futuristic Scenarios

Antibiotic resistance has led to a six-fold increase in deaths
Deaths caused by carbapenem-resistant K.pneumoniae (2019). 
Superbugs resistant to emergency antibiotics are spreading in 
hospitals, a Europe-wide study shows. 
Finnish company Northern Antibiotics is working on a new 
antibiotic molecule, a derivative of polymyxin, which the company 
says has significant potential to 
become one of the few 
last-resort weapons 
against bacteria 
resistant to all antibiotics
 now in use.

The company, is led by 
Prof. Martti Vaara
 +info

Source: BBC



Antibiotic-Resistant 
Super Bacteria
A danger to humanity as big as climate change or warfare.

Number of of records in Antibiotic-Resistant Super Bacteria  [1] 

Public Funding awarded to Antibiotic-Resistant Super Bacteria [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/medicinetreatment
[2] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/AntibioticResistant

Most active countries in Antibiotic-Resistant Super Bacteria research [2]

Top Organizations fighting Antibiotic-Resistant Super Bacteria [2]

Interestingly, organizations worldwide more active in fighting antibiotic-resistant 
superbugs are societies and NGOs. 
CDC’s focus is on understanding antimicrobial resistance in areas where this issue 
is more severe like China, India, or Egypt. Likewise, they are trying to understand 
genome relations to antibiotic resistance.
The WHO is exploring how to tackle and minimize antimicrobial resistance spread, 
and writes best practices and directives, as well as action guidelines.

The UK government promises to 
incentivize pharmaceutical companies 
to develop urgently needed drugs to 
fight antimicrobe- resistant (AMR) 
superbugs. +info



Highlights: AI to play a key role not only in discovery but in manufacturing data

Drug Discovery
Open Targets, launched in 2014, is a public-private partnership between EMBL’s 
European Bioinformatics Institute, the Wellcome Sanger Institute, GSK, Biogen, 
Takeda, Celgene and Sanofi. The aim is to transform drug discovery through the 
systematic identification and prioritization of targets. +info 

The EC has largely funded research in AI drug discovery. During 2019 two projects 
stand out. MELLODY will demonstrate how the pharmaceutical industry can better 
leverage its data assets to virtualize the Drug Discovery process with ML. And 
LifeTime under FET Flagships, will develop technologies to redefine diagnosis and 
pathology, and set new standards for mechanism-based drug discovery and disease 
management for the 21st century.

Also in the UK, Benevolent AI is a UK-based AI company with pharmaceutical 
discovery and clinical development capabilities. Have developed a ML-platform for 
hypothesis generation and validation of drug discovery. Awarded Tech Pioneer by 
WEF.

Drug Manufacture
The Univ. of Strathclyde has received a GTR grant to develop novel ML approaches 
to learn from manufacturing data and create new knowledge that aids in crucial drug 
manufacturing decisions. +info

The face of promising research:
Ian Dunham, Open Targets director. +info

Blair Johnston, researcher at Uni. of Strathclyde 

+info

The pharmaceutical industry is facing challenges in sustaining 
their drug development programs because of increased R&D 
costs and reduced efficiency. Artificial Intelligence has shown 
promising for boosting drug discovery, and robot automation 
for drug manufacture.

Other promising research: 

MIT researchers have developed a new way 
to rapidly manufacture biopharmaceuticals 
on demand. +info

Futuristic Scenarios

Pharmaceuticals like Eli Lilly and GlaxoSmithKline are 
investing in automation with the hope of transforming drug 
discovery from an enterprise where humans do manual 
experiments to one where robots handle thousands of 
samples around the clock. +info 

Source: Proclinical



Drug Discovery & 
Manufacture using AI
While big pharmas focus on drug discovery, SMEs have 
found an opportunity in optimizing drug manufacture

Number of records in AI and ML for Drug Discovery [1] 

Number of records in AI and ML for Drug Manufacture  [2]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/AIMLDrugdiscovery
[2] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/AIMLDrugmanufacture

Top Organizations applying AI and ML for Drug Manufacture [2]

Top Organizations applying AI and ML for Drug Discover [1]

AI and ML algorithms can improve the efficiency of the drug development process. 
In this sense, we observe collaborations of pharmaceutical industry giants with AI-
powered firms. 
IBM has 23 related patent applications since 2010 for drug discovery. Among the 
most interesting ones there is a method for predicting relevant drug targets and 
mechanisms for adverse drugs reactions.
Regarding AI and ML-aided drug manufacture, Novartis is applying high throughput 
screening techniques. 



Highlights: Connected to multiple conditions and possibilities in healthcare

The human microbiome has been linked to all sorts of conditions, ranging from 
inflammatory bowel disease to diabetes, multiple sclerosis, autism, cancer, and AIDS.

The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), in collaboration with 
Federal agencies and private-sector stakeholders, have launched $121M National 
Microbiome Initiative (NMI) to foster the integrated study of microbiomes across different 
ecosystems. +info 

In Europe, the EC has funded some initiatives that aim to understand the effect of 
microbiome in human health and ways of improving it. The most recent and relevant 
ones:
 IMBIBE project: develop a platform to study host-microbiome interactions and 

consequences for pathophysiology, in particular, of the gastrointestinal tract and 
brain. 

 MASTER will mine microbiome data to develop concrete microbiome products, 
foods/feeds, services or processes with high commercial potential, which will benefit 
society through improving the quantity, quality and safety of food. 

 BRuSH wants to confirm the hypothesis that microbiome communities dominated by 
LPS-producing bacteria which induce a particularly strong pro-inflammatory immune 
response in the host, will have a negative effect on respiratory health. 

 MICROB-PREDICT aims at understanding microbiome-based biomarkers to predict 
decompensation of liver cirrhosis and treatment response. 

The face of promising research:
John F. Cryan, prof. & chair, Dept. of Anatomy & 

Neuroscience at University College Cork. +info

Satya Prakash, prof. of biomedical engineering in 

McGill's Faculty of Medicine.  +info

A plethora of conditions, from obesity to anxiety, appear to be linked 
to the microbes inside us.
The microbiome comprises all of the genetic material within a 
microbiota (the entire collection of microorganisms in a specific 
niche, such as the human gut). 

Other promising research: 

McGill University scientists fed fruit flies 
with a combination of probiotics and an 
herbal supplement called Triphala that was 
able to prolong the flies' longevity by 60 % 
and protect them against chronic diseases 
associated with aging.  +info

Futuristic Scenarios

Simply put, the Viome Gut Intelligent Test is the most 
advanced microbiome test in the world. It uses advanced 
metatranscriptomic sequencing technology developed at the 
Los Alamos National Laboratory for national security purposes 
to map the strains and species of bacteria, fungi, phages, 
yeast, parasites, and viruses that make up your unique gut 
microbiome. But you don’t have to go to some sterile clinic to 
be poked and prodded. You can take Viome’s state-of-the-art 
test from the comfort of your own home. +info 

Source: Futurism & Biocote



Microbiome for 
Enhanced 
Human Health
Research is skyrocketing in recent years.

Number of records in Microbiome for enhancing human life [1] 

Public Funding awarded to Microbiome for enhancing human life [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/MicrobiomeEnhancing

Most active countries in Microbiome for enhancing human life [1]

Top Organizations in Microbiome for enhancing human life [1]

Biome & age
The link between the gut biome and age is 
being described by longevity researcher Alex 
Zhavoronkov and a team of his colleagues at 
Insilico Medicine, an artificial intelligence 
startup focused on drug discovery, biomarker 
development, and aging research. +info

Given its quite recently-proved impact in overall health, and that it is yet 
underexplored, a myriad of startups have entered the topic and focus on subtopics 
like oral health (C3J Thereapeutics), skin diseases (Azitra), intestinal health 
(Enterome, Second Genome), clinical diagnostics (ARTPred), drug delivery (Blue 
Turtle Bio), dietary supplements (ISO Thrive), and genomics (uBiome).



Highlights: A hot topic in all its related areas, from cancer to personalized medicine

One of top 10 roadmap lines in “Future cancer research priorities in the USA: a Lancet Oncology 
Commission”, identified by the Blue Ribbon Panel for recommendations and roadmapping of US 
Cancer research and policy. +info 

Tumour Genetics Research funded by AKA Centres of Excellence – Finland +info
Improving the understanding of genome function by using large datasets and by creating 
and analysing new datasets from patient populations +info

Immunotherapy offers big promise, as an addition to established therapies and as a 
foundation for future ones. 

a) Memorial Sloan Kettering is working on the next generation of immune-modulators: remove further brakes on 
the system by killing or silencing some of its regulatory cells. 

b) Others are looking at molecules which activate the immune system. E.g. Nektar Therapeutics (San 
Francisco, CA): engineering a therapy to encourage tumour-killing T-cells (being tested in five tumour types, 
including bladder cancer and a hard-to-treat form of breast cancer).

c) Viruses genetically engineered to attack cancer cells, releasing hard-to-detect antigens that might help the 
immune system.

d) Alternatively, the antigens could be provided from outside. Old ideas coming back into vogue: vaccination. 
d1) Because some infections can lead to cancer, some of these vaccinations can prevent it.
d2) Equipped with the right antigen, a vaccine might encourage an immune response to a tumour which 

is already present, but which the immune system has failed to detect.
Neon Therapeutics, Gritstone Oncology, Genocea Biosciences and other biotech firms are all pursuing 

the creation of personalised vaccines based on the mutations in an individual tumour. 
Challenge: find which of the novel antigens most likely to provoke a strong response when served up to 

the immune system in the form of a vaccine.

The face of promising research:
Ton N.M. Schumacher - Netherlands Cancer Institute 

+info

Vijay Kumar - Harvard University  +info

Nicholas McGranahan - CRUK Lung Cancer Centre of 

Excellence, UCL Cancer Institute  +info

Derin Keskin - Broad Institute from MIT and Harvard.  

+info

Part of the bigger broader trend of personalized medicine with 
exponential growth, also true for genetics application to cancer 
treatment and prevention. Finally also great growth of attention 
and activity on the more niche field of cancer immunotherapy.

Other promising research: 
Parker Institute for Cancer Immunotherapy, 
founded in 2016 with $250M (CA) and 
Cancer Research Institute (NY) are creating 
algorithms that will be tested against each 
other, to find novel antigens to provoke the 
right response in the immune system.

Futuristic Scenarios

One are that remains a big challenge is making such treatments 
cheaper. Novartis’s new CAR-T therapy costs 
$475,000. Genome-editing
treatments seem likely to be 
the most expensive cancer
treatments the world has yet seen. 



Immunotherapy and 
genomics for cancer 
personalized treatment 
and prevention
Lena Biosciences (Clinical Trials-on-a-chip, awarded by NIH), and H2020 
awarded Weizmann Institute (SCALTIE project, for single cell analysis in 
immunotherapies) and Francis Crick Institute in UK (awarded 3 relevant 
project in this area: TRACERxTME, PROTEUS, and RASImmune)

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/geneticsimmunotherapy

UPenn and Harvard Univ as 2 of the most active academic institutions in the field. In the case of UPenn 
is worth mentioning 2 patent applications (Use of Listeria vaccine strains and methods for use in cancer 
immunotherapy).

Foundation Medicine is a public company (now trading in Nasdaq) acquired for $2,4B by Roche. Note: 
Cancer Center makes reference to MD Anderson Cancer Center.[1]

Reprogramming the genome
Manipulate cells so that they do what you want, encourage 
them to multiply, then put them back and let them get on with 
the job.

The technology along these lines that has got furthest is 
called CAR-T (“Chimeric antigen receptor”). Equipping T-cells 
with genes to target specific tumour (antigen specific). A 
CAR-T therapy called Kymriah (tisagenlecleucel), made by 
the Swiss firm Novartis to treat B-cell acute lymphoblastic 
leukaemia, was approved for use in America on 2017.

There are still limitations to CAR-T, however it is poised for 
disruption as editing genes has been made much easier by 
CRISPR-Cas9. It may well eventually allow the receptors 
used in such therapies to be personalised to the patient’s 
cancer. 

Number of records in Immunotherapy and Genomics for personalized treatments for cancer [1] 

Most active organizations in Immunotherapy and Genomics for personalized treatments for cancer[1] 



Highlighted: Private activity as well as public funding movements

NSF-funded RE-BIONICS aims to create biolectronic devices hat will mediate the 
rapid and facile information exchange between biology and electronics. +info

In the UK, the Uni. of Nottingham has received a GTR grant to develop new 
electrochemical based wireless technology, which may avoid invasive surgery and 
will be applied to treating non-neuronal based diseases such as cancer. +info

EC -funded projects:
• Natural BionicS aims at creating a fully integrated, symbiotic replacement of 

human limbs with robotic parts that the user will feel and command as part of the 
body via spinal interfacing. +info

• BIONIC has the objective of developing body sensor networks and a platform for 
real-time risk alerting and continuous coaching of ageing workers, in all types of 
working and living environments. +info

• BionicVEST’s FETOpen project will develop a bionics vestibular implant for 
bilateral vestibular dysfunction. +info

The face of promising research:
Hugh Herr, Biomechatronics group leader at the MIT Media 

Lab. +info

Herman Van Der Kooij, prof. of Biomechatronics and 

Rehabilitation Technology at Uni. of Twente. +info

Biologically-inspired robots have greater mobility and 
flexibility than traditional robots and often possess sensory 
abilities. Are often utilized to provide assistance to 
accommodate a deficiency, either as fully-functioning robots 
or highly advanced prosthetics

Other promising research: 

As robots become more sophisticated and 
embedded in our lives, Human-Robot 
Interaction & Coordination (HRI&C) has 
emerged as a sub-discipline that focuses 
on the behavior and place of robots in 
society.  +info

Futuristic Scenarios

By 2030, humans will be regularly going into body shops 
for bionic ‘upgrades’. +info



Biorobotics / 
Bionics
Huge exponential growth since 2018.

Number of records in Bionics [1] 

Public Funding awarded to Bionics [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/bionics
[2] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/orgbionics

Most active countries in Bionics [2]

Top Organizations in Bionics [2]

It stands out that the most active organizations working on bionics are companies 
rather than academic institutions. 
Ekso Bionics has a patent application for a verification (or enablement) routine in an 
exoskeleton bionic device.
Microsoft’s activity in the topic is related to its applications in quantum computing, 
and is collaborating with the University of California Santa Barbara in that regard.

Biomimetics subtrend
The MIT’s Biomimetic Robotics 
lab has designed a cheetah 
robot that is able to do a 
backflip.



Highlighted: Public Funding

Back in 2016, the University of Uppsala was awarded AVITAG project from the EC 
to develop clinically relevant oncolytic immunovirotherapy against glioblastomas. To 
achieve this aim, previously unappreciated potency of Alphaviral oncolytic 
virotherapy is combined with synergistic immunotherapy with dendritic cell 
vaccination and/or adenoviruses. +info

Following with Glioblastoma research, OncoViroMRI project aims at developing a 
non-invasive method, capable of accurately quantifying the location and extent of the 
viral spread in the tumor. For that, they will use a novel quantitative and rapid 
magnetic resonance imaging-based method. +info

In the UK, GTR has granted the Uni. of Leeds with £523K to develop a cancer 
therapy using antibody-mediated delivery of oncolytic viruses. +info

The face of promising research:
Magnus Essand, Prof. gene therapy at 

Uppsala Uni. +info

Elizabeth Ilet, Oncolytic Viruses and 

Immunotherapy Research group leader at 

Uni. of Leeds. +info

Converting viruses into therapeutic agents by reprogramming 
them to treat diseases. There are 3 main branches of 
virotherapy: anti-cancer oncolytic viruses, viral vectors for gene 
therapy and viral immunotherapy. 

These branches utilize three different types of treatment 
methods:
- gene overexpression
- gene knockout
- suicide gene delivery

Futuristic Scenarios

Oncolytic viruses feature diminished replication capacity to 
improve safety. Freeing genetically modified virus to go full throttle 
when within tumors (while using microRNA attenuation and other 
control mechanisms in healthy tissues) could be a game changer. 
Oncorus startup is works in the field, and raised close to $80M to 
make it a reality.
Furthermore, the challenge for systemic delivery, which has been 
closed off to the field as the immune system wipes out oncolytic 
viruses in the bloodstream, is still to be bypassed. This could open 
new horizons to the field and to cancer treatment.

Other promising research:

Michael A. Barry, Ph.D., Mayo Clinic; Karen 
Mossman, Prof. McMaster Univ. and 
Douglas Mahoney, Univ. of Calgary; 
Fabrice Le Boeuf
Ottawa Hospital Research Institute; Dmitriy
Zamarin, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center



Virotherapy

Virotherapy is expected to peak in activity in 2019

Number of records in anti-cancer oncolytic viruses (subtopic) [2]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/virotherapy1
[2] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/virotherapyonco
[3] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/virotherapy3

Most active organizations in Virotherapy [3]

Activity in Virotherapy is mostly academic, with a prevalence from Universities (60% 
of all organizations). Research is dominated by the USA, East Asia, and Europe.
The German Cancer Research Center has two virotherapy patent applications: one 
for sarcoma and the other for bone cancer. 
And the Mayo Medical School has developed an algorithm to predict treatment 
effectiveness in individual patients, which will enable individualized therapies for 
ovarian and brain cancer.

Number of records in Virotherapy [1]

Leading countries in Virotherapy [3]



Highlights: IP concentrated in few organisations

Founded in 1972, the Alcor Life Extension Foundation is a non-profit organization 
that works in cryonics, cryonics research, and cryonics technology. +info

No recent grants arefound awarded to the topic of Cryonics with a potential 
application in life extension or similar biotech goals.

Oregon Cryonics is a non-profit cryonics provider  + info

Today there are three places in the US known to store preserved human brains in 
the hopes of reanimation: Alcor, the well-known Arizona-based facility; the Cryonics 
Institute, a 41-year-old organization outside Detroit; and Oregon Cryonics, in Salem, 
where they try to master the art of cryonic preservation. + info

The face of promising research:
Ramon Risco, Prof. of engineering and director of 

the CryoBioTech Cryobiology Laboratory at the 

University of Seville. +info

David Shaw, prof. of research integrity at the 

Biozentrum at the University of Basel +info

Cryopreservation has not yet been successfully applied to 
large structures, such as human kidneys for transplantation, 
because we have not yet adequately been able to produce 
suitable equipment to optimize all the steps.

Other promising research: 

Nectome is a startup working to preserve 
physical brains but also the memories inside 
them. The next step is to find a way to upload 
those frozen memories into a server so 
people can live a new life as a computer 
simulation. +info

Futuristic Scenarios

Transhumanism: No death and an enhanced life.
The eradication of ageing as a cause of death; that 
we can and should use technology to augment our 
bodies and our minds; that we can and should 
merge with machines. +info



Cryonics

Activity in the topic is low and concentrated in few organisations.

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/extensioncryopreservatio

Most active organizations in Cryonics [1]

Academia mainly focuses on the ethics and RRI aspects of cryonics.
21st Century Medicine, a privately funded cryonics research lab, has developed a 
technique that enabled the reservation of a rabbit brain though vitrification and 
storage at -196℃, without disturbing the connections between the neurons.

Most active countries in Cryonics [1]

Better laws for protecting cryonicists
As life-preservation becomes a more 
mainstream alternative, it is a necessity to 
create a legal framework in which cryonicists’ 
rights are protected.
Cryonicists hope for a legally binding 
framework of rules and guidelines that states 
would implement to respect and honor human-
body preservation contracts and Documents of 
Gift. + info 



Highlights

Alien intelligence could look like a bacteria, an animal or a machine — or be radically 
different from anything on Earth.The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) 
Institute, NASA, Intel, IBM and other partners are tackling space science problems 
through an AI research and development program called the Frontier Development 
Lab. +info

MIT Starshade, under development at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab in Pasadena
(California). Deployed in space, the device, more than 100 feet in diameter, would 
block the light from a star. A space telescope would capture an image of a planet 
when it’s between Starshade’s petals, seeking evidence that life may exist on the 
planet.

Few grants are found. Back in 2013 the Uni. of Leicester received funding from GTR 
to set up a co-ordinated school and adult outreach programme for the hunt for life 
beyond Earth. +info

The face of promising research: 
Nathalie Cabrol, Director of the Carl Sagan 

Center for the Study of Life in the Universe at 

SETI Institute. +info

Silvano Colombano, computer scientist at 

NASA Ames Research. + info

Using machine learning methods to look at any set of data 
without predetermined categories and instead let that data 
cluster into their “natural categories.”

Futuristic Scenarios

New Tools in the Hunt for Life: Lasers and the Study of Light -
There is now laser SETI, which will observe all of the sky, all 
of the time to look for laser flashes from deep space.
Spectroscopy of the atmospheres of distant planets will tell 
us whether they contain things like water and methane. Once 
we start to see that some planet has an ocean and the mixture 
of gases in its atmosphere seems to be in disequilibrium, 
that’s important. Life creates disequilibria. This is what we are 
looking for. + info

Other promising research: 

SETI Work on AI tecniques to spot 
"technosignatures" elsewhere in the universe. 
Project Breakthrough Listen researcher, 
Danny Price at Parkes observatory in 
Australia. Sara Seager from MIT Astrphysics
(Starshade Project).



AI for Alien Life 
Search
As AI and ML research advances, so does its use in the search for 
extraterrestrial life.

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/extraterrestriallife

Top active organizations in AI for Extraterrestrial Life Search [1]

Active players in the topic are mostly American organizations, societies, non-profits, 
and universities, that are also part of the SETI Institute.
NASA research focuses on detecting subsurface biosignatures on other solar 
system bodies.

Number records in AI for Extraterrestrial Life Search [1]
Most active countries in AI for Extraterrestrial Life Search [1]

Artificial Intelligence Helps Find New 
Fast Radio Bursts
New detections mark the first time that 
machine learning techniques have 
been used to directly detect a fast 
radio transient.  Successful 
application of machine learning for 
signal detection promises to open up 
new avenues for identifying signals 
from extraterrestrial intelligence. + info 


